
Art  I eLearning Lesson Day 1 

Teacher Name:   Conway, Swanson and Williams

Teacher’s  School(s):   AC Flora HS  

Art 1: Drawing Eyes 

Grades 9-12 

Day 1 
All work should be turned in
in Microsoft Teams under 
Assignments

Standard(s) Anchor Standard 1: I can use the elements and principles of art to 
create artwork 

Anchor Standard 2: I can use different materials, techniques, and 
processes to make art. 

Learning 
Targets/ 
I Can 
Statements 

I can use the elements and principles of art to create artwork 

 I can use different materials, techniques, and processes to 
make art 

Essential 
Question(s) 

 What is the difference in shape between the upper and lower
eyelids? (The eye is not an almond or football shape)

 What are the similar relationships of the iris and pupil and how
the upper lid covers the top of the iris and how the eyelids
wrap around the eyeball?

Resources Do’s and Don’t of Drawing the Eye 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fQo7P9V
kFaA 

See the attached PDF File on drawing the 
eye is below.   

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fQo7P9VkFaA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fQo7P9VkFaA
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Learning 
Activities or 
Experiences 

Review the 10 min. video of Do’s and 

Don’ts of Drawing the Eye as the 
foundational understanding for drawing the 
eye realistically and not your childhood 
symbol of an eye. 

Use the attached PDF for drawing the eye 
as your guide of how the development of 
your drawings should progress in each stage 
of drawing eye. 

Application of Assignment 

◻ Find four different photographic references of human eyes from a
frontal view. Save these references to your computer or phone –
you will be asked to show them with your drawing. Must be a photo
of an eye, not another artist’s interpretation of an eye as your
reference for this assignment.

◻ Landscape orientation of 8.5 x 11 drawing paper and separate it
into four equal sections. Draw each eye in graphite pencil.

◻ Draw each eye large enough that your studies take up a majority
of the space in each section of your paper.

◻ Start with the contour (outline) drawing of the eye lightly, then
gradually build the form and values.

◻ Remember chiaroscuro of how light moves across the form, and
matching values in accordance to your reference photos.

◻ Refine your chiaroscuro until no lines are visible and only values
and only values are defining the contours of the eye.
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Closure 

◻ What did you learn about drawing the eye?

◻ What was most successful part of your drawing?

◻ What would you improve on, and how?

◻ Why is your understanding of the principles of chiaroscuro (how
light moves across form) allows you to communicate visually
about form?



 

Portraiture - Eyes         
There are two things that you should carefully observe when starting your drawing of an eye: 
1 - The difference in shape between the upper and lower eyelids. (The Eye is not a football shape!) 
2 - How the upper eyelid covers the top of the iris.  
Look at the 3 pictures below and use them to help you draw a tonal picture of an eye in the box. 
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Drawing the Eye

 

Step 1 - The Initial Line Drawing

There are two things that you should carefully observe when starting your drawing of
an eye:

1 - The difference in shape between the upper and lower eyelids.

2 - How the upper eyelid covers the top of the iris. (mouse over the image)
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Drawing the Eye

 

Step 1 - The Initial Line Drawing

There are two things that you should carefully observe when starting your drawing of
an eye:

1 - The difference in shape between the upper and lower eyelids.

2 - How the upper eyelid covers the top of the iris. (mouse over the image)
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Step 2 - The Eyeball

There are two main elements to consider when drawing the glassy surface of the eye:

1. A bright glint of reflected light should be left as unshaded paper at the start of the
tonal drawing. This will become the brightest element in the eye. This reflection is
further enhanced by its contrast with the pupil - the darkest element in the eye.

2. The iris contains a variety of tones and flecks which radiate to the centre of the
pupil. It is usually darker around its outside edge and lightens towards its centre
creating a translucent effect.

 

 

Step 3 - The Eye Socket

The final step is to render the solidity of the eye socket and surrounding area using
graduated tone.

The upper eyelid casts a shadow which forms a dark curve across the top of the
eyeball. This gradually softens into the shaded areas at each corner of the eye.

Graduated shading is used to cover the outline detail and build up the tone of the
eyelids and surrounding area.

Eyebrows and eyelashes are formed by soft, delicate hairs, so draw these lightly and
pay particular attention to the direction of their growth.
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Star (What are you proud of?) ............................................................................................................... 

 
Wish (What would you improve?) …………..........................……................................................................ 



Art  I eLearning Lesson Day __  

Teacher Name:   Conway, Swanson, and Williams 

Teacher’s  School(s):   AC Flora 

HS  Art 1: Drawing Ears 

Grades 9-12 

Day 2

Standard(s) VA.CR.IH.2: I can make artwork using a variety of materials, techniques, and 
processes. 

VA.CR. IH. 2.2: I can explore art making techniques to solve and identify problems. 

Learning 
Targets/ 
I Can 
Statements 

I can use the elements and principles of art to replicate a drawing of a human ear. 

Essential 
Question(s) 

What are the proper techniques and procedures for drawing a realistically 
proportional ear with values applied? 

Resources Ear Illustration Handout is posted in the assignment section on Microsoft Teams. 

Step-by-Step Video:  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ncfm_3UnLKE  

Learning 
Activities or 
Experiences 

Connection – Students explore how artists can translate realistic proportions using 
two-dimensional media. 

Review – Students can view a brief video on drawing ears. 

Application – Students will copy the example illustration of an ear on their own 
drawing paper in graphite pencil. The drawing should take up a majority of their 
8.5”x11” drawing paper and closely follow the model of the ear illustration in detail. 
Scan or take a picture of the finished drawing and upload it to the Assignments 
section on Microsoft Teams. 

Closure – How can your drawing be improved? What aspects of this drawing did 
you have trouble with? What aspects of your drawings are you most proud of? 

All work should be turned in
in Microsoft Teams under Assignments

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ncfm_3UnLKE


 

 

 

 

 

Portraiture - Ears         
The ear is a complicated arrangement of ripples and folds of flesh. 

You need to organize its irregular shape into some basic forms that are easier to outline. 

You can then use this linear framework to gradually build up its complex form with tone. 

Simplify the tonal structure into three areas: 1. Areas that are mostly light - Leave these un-shaded. 2. Areas that are mostly dark - Shade these with a 

mid-tone. 3. Areas that are extremely dark - Shade these with a dark tone. 

Look deeply into each area of tone and try to pick up on the subtle variations that lie within. 

You may have to darken some of the light areas and lighten some of the dark areas to achieve a balance of tone. 
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Drawing the Ear

 

Step 1 - The Initial Line Drawing

The ear is a complicated arrangement of ripples and folds of flesh.

You need to organise its irregular shape into some basic forms that are easier to
outline.

You can then use this linear framework to gradually build up its complex form with
tone.
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Art  I eLearning Lesson Day _ 

Teacher Name:   Conway, Swanson, and Williams 

Teacher’s  School(s):   AC Flora HS  

Art 1: Drawing the Nose 

Grades 9-12 

Day 3

Standard(s) VA.CR.IH.2: I can make artwork using a variety of materials, techniques, and 
processes. 

VA.CR. IH. 2.2: I can explore art making techniques to solve and identify problems. 

Learning 
Targets/ 
I Can 
Statements 

I can use the elements and principles of art to replicate a drawing of a human nose. 

Essential 
Question(s) 

What are the proper techniques and procedures for drawing a realistically 
proportional nose with values applied? 

Resources Nose Illustration Handout is posted in the assignment section on Microsoft Teams. 

Step-by-Step Video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lb1WrQp2EAI  

Learning 
Activities or 
Experiences 

Connection – Students explore how artists can translate realistic proportions using 
two-dimensional media. 

Review – Students can view a brief video on drawing noses. 

Application – Students will copy the example illustration of a nose on their own 
drawing paper in graphite pencil. The drawing should take up a majority of their 
8.5”x11” drawing paper and closely follow the model of the nose illustration in detail. 
Scan or take a picture of the finished drawing and upload it to the Assignments 
section on Microsoft Teams. 

Closure – How can your drawing be improved? What aspects of this drawing did 
you have trouble with? What aspects of your drawings are you most proud of? 

All work should be turned in
in Microsoft Teams under Assignments

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lb1WrQp2EAI


 

 

 

 

 

Portraiture - Nose         
Step 1 - The Initial Line Drawing 

The nose is formed by a series of curved planes. This makes it difficult to draw as there are very few lines to help us describe its shape. 

Start by drawing what you can see, namely the inside and outside edges of the nostrils. Then try to outline the main areas of tone that define the planes of the nose. 

Draw these lightly as you want them to disappear under your shading at a later stage in the drawing. 

Step 2 - Tone 

Simplify your shading into three basic tonal areas - dark, medium and light (the white of the paper). 

Block in each plane of the nose with its appropriate tone. This should begin to render its three-dimensional form. 

Carefully refine the strength and subtlety of the tone, softening the lines that join each plane with graduated areas of shading. 

You must look more closely at this stage to try to discern the faint variations of shading within each area of tone. It is this close observation that will take your drawing 

to the next level. 
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Drawing the Nose

 

Step 1 - The Initial Line Drawing

The nose is formed by a series of curved planes. This makes it difficult to draw as
there are very few lines to help us describe its shape.

Start by drawing what you can see, namely the inside and outside edges of the
nostrils. Then try to outline the main areas of tone that define the planes of the nose.

Draw these lightly as you want them to disappear under your shading at a later stage in
the drawing.
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Art  I eLearning Lesson Day _ 

Teacher Name:   Conway, Swanson, and Williams 

Teacher’s  School(s):   AC Flora HS  

Art 1: Drawing the Mouth 

Grades 9-12 

Day 4

Standard(s) VA.CR.IH.2: I can make artwork using a variety of materials, techniques, and 
processes. 

VA.CR. IH. 2.2: I can explore art making techniques to solve and identify problems. 

Learning 
Targets/ 
I Can 
Statements 

I can use the elements and principles of art to replicate a drawing of a human 
mouth. 

Essential 
Question(s) 

What are the proper techniques and procedures for drawing a realistically 
proportional mouth with values applied? 

Resources Mouth Illustration Handout is posted in the assignment section on Microsoft Teams. 

Step-by-Step Video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FoQxIgBTCNE  

Learning 
Activities or 
Experiences 

Connection – Students explore how artists can translate realistic proportions using 
two-dimensional media. 

Review – Students can view a brief video on drawing the mouth. 

Application – Students will copy the example illustration of a mouth on their own 
drawing paper in graphite pencil. The drawing should take up a majority of their 
8.5”x11” drawing paper and closely follow the model of the mouth illustration in 
detail. Scan or take a picture of the finished drawing and upload it to the 
Assignments section on Microsoft Teams. 

Closure – How can your drawing be improved? What aspects of this drawing did 
you have trouble with? What aspects of your drawings are you most proud of? 

All work should be turned in
in Microsoft Teams under Assignments

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FoQxIgBTCNE


 

 

 

 

 

Portraiture - Mouth         
The mouth is the second most expressive feature of the face. Great care should be taken in drawing its shape as it is a key element in achieving a likeness. 

Start by drawing the subtle shape of the line that is formed as the lips meet. This will create a natural expression for the mouth. 

The top lip has its characteristic bow shape, which varies considerably from person to person. The bottom lip is usually larger than the top and more creased with 

vertical stretch lines. 

The upper lip slopes inwards and is normally darker in tone as it is shaded from the light. 

The lower lip is more fleshy with a stronger muscular structure. It tends to catch the light and is further distinguished by the shadow below its pouting form. 

In the final stages of drawing the mouth, tone is used to soften the edges and refine the detail. Not only should it highlight the surface texture of the skin, but it should 

also make you more aware of the muscular structure that lies beneath. 

There is a subtle softening around the edges of the lips, which helps to blend them comfortably into the face. Note how the detail at each corner of the mouth diffuses 

into a small area of tone. 
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Drawing the Mouth

 

Step 1 - The Initial Line Drawing

The mouth is the second most expressive feature of the face. Great care should be
taken in drawing its shape as it is a key element in achieving a likeness.

Start by drawing the subtle shape of the line that is formed as the lips meet. This will
create a natural expression for the mouth.

The top lip has its characteristic bow shape which varies considerably from person to
person. The bottom lip is usually larger than the top and more creased with vertical
stretch lines.
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Drawing the Mouth

 

Step 1 - The Initial Line Drawing

The mouth is the second most expressive feature of the face. Great care should be
taken in drawing its shape as it is a key element in achieving a likeness.

Start by drawing the subtle shape of the line that is formed as the lips meet. This will
create a natural expression for the mouth.

The top lip has its characteristic bow shape which varies considerably from person to
person. The bottom lip is usually larger than the top and more creased with vertical
stretch lines.
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Step 2 - The Initial Tones

The upper lip slopes inwards and is normally darker in tone as it is shaded from the
light.

The lower lip is more fleshy with a stronger muscular structure. It tends to catch the
light and is further distinguished by the shadow below its pouting form.

 

 

Step 3 - The Final Tones

In the final stages of drawing the mouth, tone is used to soften the edges and refine
the detail. Not only should it highlight the surface texture of the skin, but it should also
make you more aware of the muscular structure that lies beneath.

There is a subtle softening around the edges of the lips which helps to blend them
comfortably into the face. Note how the detail at each corner of the mouth diffuses into
a small area of tone.
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Art  I eLearning Lesson Day _ 

Teacher Name:   Conway, Swanson, and Williams 

Teacher’s  School(s):   AC Flora HS     

Art 1: John Singer Sargent and Kehinde Wiley, Portrait Artists 

Grades 9-12 

Day 5   

Standard(s) Anchor Standard 4: I can organize work for presentation and 
documentation to reflect specific content, ideas, skills, or media 

Anchor Standard 5: I can interpret and evaluate the meaning of an 
artwork 

Anchor Standard 6: I can identify and examine the role of visual arts 
through history and world cultures 

Learning 
Targets/ 
I Can 
Statements 

I can organize work for presentation and documentation to reflect 
specific content, ideas, skills, or media 

I can interpret and evaluate the meaning of an artwork 

 I can identify and examine the role of visual arts through history 
and world cultures 

Essential 
Question(s) 

1. What are the similarities and differences between (compare
and contrast) the work of historical portrait artist John Singer
Sargent with that of contemporary portrait artist Kehinde Wiley?
2. What are (interpret) the different approaches to subject matter
between Sargent and Wiley and the difference in their painting
techniques?

Resources Artist Project at the Metropolitan Museum of 
Art 
http://artistproject.metmuseum.org/1/kehinde
-wiley/

Kehinde Wiley Artist Website 
http://kehindewiley.com/ 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gx6rGZ4
dx2E&feature=emb_logo 

John Singer Sargent 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bcPANM
zI7qk 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cvNp2rD
TVT4 

All work should be turned in
in Microsoft Teams under Assignments

http://artistproject.metmuseum.org/1/kehinde-wiley/
http://artistproject.metmuseum.org/1/kehinde-wiley/
http://kehindewiley.com/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gx6rGZ4dx2E&feature=emb_logo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gx6rGZ4dx2E&feature=emb_logo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bcPANMzI7qk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bcPANMzI7qk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cvNp2rDTVT4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cvNp2rDTVT4
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Learning 
Activities or 
Experiences 

Review the videos on the two artists, taking 

notes on the artists' approach to portraiture 
and their motivation in context to the time the 
work was created and the historical context 
of the portrait. Note any painting  techniques 
the artists use in creating portraits. 

Create an outline of key information as it 
applies to the essential questions above 

Application of Assignment 

Compare and contrast Kehinde Wiley’s portrait of LL Cool J to 
John Singer Sargent’s 1917 portrait of John D Rockefeller 
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Closure 

Go to quizzizz.com to take a quiz on this assignment. 

See the code for the quiz in Microsoft Teams for your class.  

◻ Was the pose of LL cool J the same as the earlier portrait of
Rockefeller?

◻ Are both portraits social commentaries on power and money?

◻ What makes Kehinde’s portrait different from the Sargent’s I
appearance and technique that makes it obviously contemporary
in comparison?

◻ What age and class of society was Sargent’s portraits and how
does that contrast with where Kehinde draws his models from in
contemporary society?

◻ Is portraiture a decorative art, or does it have the potential for
scandal because of its social implications?
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